



According to Rudolf Hilferding the funding of real economy (industry, com-
merce, agriculture) by banks and the domination of banks over industrial capital 
evolved thus is an accompany of modern capitalism; conversely, Alexander 
Gerschenkron, on the basis of economic development of European countries, 
especially of Germany and Austro-Hungarian Monarchy argued that this phe-
banks played an important role in the development of economically backward 
countries. Although the recent researches in the main questioned these theories 
(e.g. the large banks not undertaken in the least to encourage and establish in-
novatio
development of Hungary. Before the First World War in Hungary gave the im-
were simultaneously members of board of directors of many companies in real 
economy (above all from the Hungarian General Credit Bank and the Hungar-
ian Commercial Bank of Pest). However, there is little evidence of banks dom-
between these entities (lending, respectively founding or strategy ownership) 
was not significant, from nor the banks and nor the companies point of view. 
In our issue we examine if had been modified significantly participation, influ-
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Figure 1.: Distribution of industrial joint-stock companies in share capital by 
types of owners in 1913 (Total: 1,515 millions Crown, with summarized share 
capitals in pie slices in millions Crown, and the level of shareholding  
in the legend) 
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(with summarized share capitals in pie slices in millions Crown, and the level of 
shareholding in the legend) 
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 in 1913 by sector breakdown: summarized 
share capitals and number of their industrial interests in 1913 
 
 





















Figure 4: Number and summarized share capitals of banks in the interest set of 
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Figure 5.: The summarized share capitals of banks in the interest of six largest 
banks of Hungary in 1929. 
 












Figure 6: The industrial interests of 
the Hungarian Commercial Bank of Pest (PMKB) by sectors: by the summarized 
share capitals and the number of institutions in 1929 
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